
 

Women Are The First Nurturers— Producing and Raising   
Both Male and Female, Who Are Destined to Govern Society.  
A Nation of People CANNOT Rise Higher Than It’s WOMEN. 



 

Will  
The Children  

  Rule The World?  
 

  All individuals are mortal, 

and the destiny of the world, the 

ruling and the being ruled is all in 

the hands of the children.  Those  who 

rule today were the children of  

 yesterday and will be dust tomorrow. 
  

That is the law of human life.   

It means that “a mother is the holiest thing    

 alive”, that history is made in the nursery,      

      that the bringing up of children is the 

         noblest, the purest, and the most 

         necessary work in the world, and  

        the most difficult, just because the 

         human being is so wonderful and  

              complicated in the nature 

              of his mind and his body. 
 
 
 

—From the  
 Book of Knowledge 

Collection 



     I recognized through observance and experience that this would be a good 
time to write a booklet based on the responsibilities of the Woman, both spiritual 
and physical, in connection with the raising of children, particularly male chil-
dren, in the western hemisphere.  The true and proper governing of men and 
women begins with the raising of children, as this is where governing of self and 
others is taught.   
 

     Too often women complain about men, yet they do not take into considera-
tion that men are raised and influenced by women.  Often they fail to see that the 
condition of the men is a direct result of, and reflects the condition of the women 
and of her determinations of how societies are run, as she is the major influence. 
 

     Think about this, many women expect some other mother to raise a son or a 
daughter that is good enough for them, or for their daughters and sons to mate 
with, without the knowledge that they have to collectively raise them to be good, 
productive and responsible, possessing of principles and ethics. This certainly in-
volves culture and cultivation. 
 

The Womb is the First School 
 

We are all taught through the womb, whether we are conscious of it or not, this is 
where the teachings begin.  Therefore by natural mandate and order, it is neces-
sary for women to be aware and prepared to receive and impart innate knowledge 
to their sons and daughters in the womb.  This is a true aspect of pre-natal care.  
When you think of anything in the physical, you must think about its origin.  
Thought is the seed / origin of all matter.  Before anything can be manifested in 
the physical plane, it takes root in the spiritual plane, utilizing the ethers and in 
rhythm with the ebb and flow energies of life — The rhythm of Life.  All 
thoughts, all things have an origin, an atom, the soul of the matter.  Matter:  a. 
the element in the universe that undergoes formation and alteration.  b.  the form-
less substratum of all things which exist only potentially and upon which, form 
acts to produce reality.  Since women bring life into form from the spiritual to the 
physical, they need to be aware of what they are bringing in.   
 

Bringing In The Souls 
 

Souls are the seeds of the Cosmic Mother.  In order for a soul to enter the physical 
plane, it must take on a physical form (matter).  That form is the body which is 
built in the womb in the course of nine (9) months from conception to birth.  The 



body (physical form) is the Temple of the soul of man (Solomon’s Temple).  Solo-
mon’s Temple is not spooky or mysterious, nor is it possessed of dogmatic 
psuedo-religion.  However, due to a great lack of general knowledge, many have 
believed it is.  From now on, when you hear of “Solomon’s Temple”, know that it 
refers to your physical body which houses the soul.  When a woman is pregnant, 
her stomach, by way of the stretching of the uteral muscle, creates a perfect arc.  
This is the “Arc of the Covenant”.  The covenant is the agreement to bring the 
souls into physical form.  Women have an awesome responsibility.  When you 
hear talk of the Grand Architect that built Solomon’s Temple in the darkness with 
no tools, and no sound, you now know, if you didn’t before, that they are speaking 
of you, made and born of your mother (the grand architect).  Loss of this simple 
knowledge is a result of an intervention or diversion, visited upon the woman.  
This intervention / diversion happened on the surface, but created an altering of 
the mind on a deep unconscious level, which caused women, for the most part, to 
disconnect with their innate responsibilities which are in harmony with nature, i.
e., the development of beings.  This is an obvious function for women, and only 
women, to re-create or reproduce herself.  Only she does that, no one else— noth-
ing else.  She is the womb of the universe.  All beings come to life through the 
womb. (Just as Yeshuah did (Jesus).      
      

     The intervention / diversion goes way back in history, and it repeats itself as it 
is perpetual.  It will keep repeating itself, unless and until we break the chain.  As 
a result of the diversion or intervention, she became a victim of herself, lost in her 
own duties and expecting of someone else (her sons) to do her job.  She forgot 
that she was the Matriarch and began looking outside of herself for “God”, 
wherein she adopted idol god worship.  Render unto Caesar that which is Cae-
sar’s, means to give the idol god worship of the Romans/European—back to 
them.    
 

What Happened To The Matriarch?  
 

The universe always has been and always will be matriarchal by nature.  We were 
forced into patriarchal dogmatic society as a destructive product of the interven-
tion / diversion (the Crusades).  The forceful purpose of the Crusades was to de-
stroy the Matriarch and introduce a Patriarchal system which took not too many, 
generations to fulfill.  They created without a doubt Christianity out of the Politi-
cal Order of Christiandom and forced the “belief system”, out of which you have 
a people tagged as the “Believers” of today.  Although belief is necessary to teach 



the initiates or the children, it is also very necessary that one graduates into 
knowledge or knowing.  The Patriarchal system is out of order with nature and  
does not possess logic or common sense.  Because it is out of order, it cannot, and 
will not stand.  This is why you are witnessing the fall of any, and all,  institutions 
that support it, or are supported by it.  What you are witnessing is the fall of an 
un-natural order and the disillusion of untruths.  Truth and Facts are colliding 
with Belief and Falsehood.  With the advent of a false belief system suddenly 
matter appeared to be without order.  In fact if you look up the word matter under 
the Christian Science definition, (which is found in the dictionary), it reads as fol-
lows:  matter:  the illusion that the objects perceived by the physical senses have 
reality of substance.    
 

      The intervention and diversions of the Matriarchal society started long ago.  
As far back as the Punic Wars— Wars of the Phoenicians which merged into the 
Christian Crusades, the Battle of Tours or  Portier, (one of the most decisive 
World Wars with Charles Martel, Charles the Hammer, leading the Crusades).  
This led eventually to the Battle of Lake Michigan, and the Spanish American 
War, (fought on North American Soil), then there was the French Revolution, 
which inspired the American Revolution and out of the American Revolution 
came the “Daughters of the American Revolution” (DAR). The DAR  taught their 
Sons from the womb to have a psychological superior position over your Sons, 
over the world for that matter.  Those Daughters (Mothers) of the American Revo-
lution, revolted against the society, as it were, and made sure their sons were 
taught  in the womb, and came out of the womb with this authoritative demeanor.  
Those Sons founded the Klu Klux Klan, Knights of Columbus, various Masonic 
Orders, ie, Tall Cedars of Lebanon, Shriners, etc.  Lastly  there was the Civil War, 
one of the final nails in the coffin of the Matriarchal Society, or of natural living 
and natural people.   
 

Continued Destruction of the Matriarch 
 

 Further destruction of the psyche of the matriarch (mother) was when she wit-
nessed the mutilation and murder of her babies, her sons, daughters and her men.  
She was traumatized by the sight of the  womb being cut open and babies drop-
ping to the ground.  She was traumatized when they tied each limb of her man 
(sons), to a different horse and sent them off in different directions.  She was trau-
matized into disconnecting with her babies, as she knew they would be taken 
away and sold on the auction block.  She has always been the target.  This is the 



basis of the modern psychological state of the woman.  She is still in shock and 
while in that state, she has sold out herself and her babies to the very system that 
enslaves her and her babies.  She must first be awakened and get back in touch 
with knowledge of self, so she may put things back in order, teach from the womb 
again and redeem humanity.  
 

It is the Woman Who has Fallen 
 

However, the man, has no other choice but to fall, if she has.  He diligently tried 
to take up the charge, he held ground fiercely, with brute determination to carry 
out the quest of the Mother.  She and only she has the ability to bring and teach 
souls of a higher vibration.  Of course, she must be in a higher consciousness her-
self first.  Unfortunately when she went to sleep, so did he. She stopped teaching 
him from the womb and sent him out into the world unequipped.  Hence, a people 
cannot rise higher than its women.   
 

The Woman, Where is She today? What is She Doing? 
 

Women are the ones behind the scenes running institutions, organizations and as-
sociations.  She makes all of them work; Churches, Hospitals, Jails, Synagogues, 
Temples, Schools, Organizations, Associations, Offices, Satellite Offices, Home 
Offices, Central Offices, Branch Offices, etc., etc.   Without her support, these in-
stitutions would not run.   If She has all of this power, and she does, why isn’t she 
cognizant of her own womb power?  Why isn’t it clear to her, that she produces 
the men and women of society. It is up to her how society is governed, although 
she may not be conscious of this, governing principles are taught as children are 
being raised.  Of course, by her failing to do so, she has become the complainer of 
the very thing she is ultimately in control of.  Organizations are put in place to 
deal with the symptoms of her problem, but not the problem.  The women fund 
and or support those very organizations that are set up to keep her womb en-
slaved?  If she had self knowledge, she would not continue to support that which 
is enslaving her and her babies. By doing so she works against herself.  Some of 
these organizations may have good intentions, however, as dictated in nature, no 
one raises children better than the Mother who brought them here.  Mothers have 
to be more responsible.  We have an abundance of Mothers, who are bringing 
souls in and not being responsible.  These souls, have an agenda as well, all that 
lives, wants to live.  They come from the door, with the struggle to free them-
selves from the constraints, and the already set-up institutionalized slavery sys-



tem, which is designed to have them locked up for most of their life, if not by 
physical lock-up, certainly mentally.  Parents must be aware of the conditions they 
bring their children into and what they are passing on to their children.  Most par-
ents don’t, or won’t educate their own children, mainly because the children are 
looking for some facts, not beliefs and the parents have not done enough studies 
on their own to pass correct information to their children.  This type of activity is 
in great part responsible for the children becoming walking time bombs, who take 
out their aggressions on society, as they are a product of society aren’t they?   
    For those of us who blame their condition on slavery and oppression but cannot 
put their finger on it.  The fact is that slavery is now institutionalized.  Upon that 
recognition, know that the slaveholders, are comfortable to see these conditions as 
it makes their stronghold, stronger.  So who is really the subjugated ones, the par-
ents or the children, or both?  As the condition of the parent, especially the 
mother, perpetuates the condition of the children and thus the society.  Yet we talk 
about the condition of the children, as if it is disconnected from us as a whole.  
When children are dying younger and younger, it is a sign of extinction.  
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This is a Must Read For All Mothers, Sisters and Daughters. 

Men enjoy this booklet as well! 
 


